Visual event-related potential changes in multiple system atrophy: delayed N2 latency in selective attention to a color task.
Recent studies demonstrated an altered P3 component and prolonged reaction time during the visual discrimination tasks in multiple system atrophy (MSA). In MSA, however, little is known about the N2 component which is known to be closely related to the visual discrimination process. We therefore compared the N2 component as well as the N1 and P3 components in 17 MSA patients with these components in 10 normal controls, by using a visual selective attention task to color or to shape. While the P3 in MSA was significantly delayed in selective attention to shape, the N2 in MSA was significantly delayed in selective attention to color. N1 was normally preserved both in attention to color and in attention to shape. Our electrophysiological results indicate that the color discrimination process during selective attention is impaired in MSA.